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From the editor
In Holland, going to Grammar School in the seventies usually meant visiting Rome. So did I in 1973. One
of our duties was to write a travel journal. This was the start of the numerous travel journals I wrote over the
years.
So when the word ‘narrowboat’ entered my vocabulary I immediately realised: this is going to be a journey
as well (but not as we know it). I kept track of everything narrowboat-related after that. And when I finally
moved to the UK I decided to keep a weblog. Primary for myself, but also for ‘the folks back home’.
But reading a weblog on a day-to-day basis is one thing, reading all posts about one subject in one go is very
awkward. Reading it as a pdf is a lot easier.
This document contains all the posts of the year 2015.
No, we didn’t do a lot of cruising (yet). It was a year for Lawrance to try to get used to being retired, for WRT
to get used to being back in Scarisbrick Marina, with us as her new owners. And for me to discover even more
silly crochet patterns on the internet.
Enjoy reading.
Scarisbrick, 23 November 2017
Magda M.W. Wensing
If this book is unreadable on your e-reader, please tell me, and I will try to correct it.

Happy New year – 02 January 2015
Happy New Year to everybody. Did you have a good New Year’s Eve? I didn’t.
THEY LEFT ME ON MY OWN!
Apparently they had a good time. They spent New Year’s Eve at a small farm, just outside St Helens. Magda
made Stamppot Boerenkool (Curly Cale Hash) for the buffet, and (dressed in her Dutch costume) taught everybody
a Dutch dance. Lawrance (in kilt) first footed the house.

Teaching a Dutch dance

But I was completely on my own. Lazy Sunday, my neighbour, had visitors, and the people from Sapphire also
were at home. So none of the nearby boats paid any attention to me.
At three o’clock Lawrance and Magda finally got back, but didn’t even wish me Happy New Year.
I’m still cross, and thinking of some kind of revenge…

A normal winter’s day at the marina – 06 January 2015
It’s between 6 and 7 in the morning, still dark, but my body decides it has had enough sleep. No need to wake
up Lawrance yet, so I reverse out of bed, put on my wooden shoe slippers, and leave the bedroom.

Wooden shoe slippers at end of bed

First thing that has to be done is walk to the front of the boat to open the bottom vent of the stove. The fire
will start burning again, and it will be nice and warm by the time Lawrance gets up.
After the normal morning routines in the bathroom I start preparing my breakfast. As silent as possible I get
the milk out of the fridge, pour it over the porridge oats in the bowl and in my mug, and put the bowl in
the microwave. When my porridge is ready, and the banana sliced and mixed in, I enjoy my breakfast, playing
a couple of games on my e-reader. Then it is time to boil the kettle for my first cup of coffee, and to fill the
thermos flask, so we have hot water for tea for the rest of the day. I drink my coffee sitting in the well deck (the
designated smoking area), having a cigarette and doing a couple more games.
Then it is time for me to switch on the computer, and start working. Usually that’s about the time that
Lawrance gets up. I make him a cup of tea, and turn my attention to the stove. Now I can rake the fire without
waking him up. I empty the ash pan into the ash bucket, fill up the stove with new coal from the storage in the
well deck, and fill the scuttle with more coal for later. Sometimes I also get the hoover out to clean all the coal
dust and ash around the stove.

Coal storage in well deck

Between noon and 1 o’clock I stop working and have my lunch. After that I resume working or we’re going to
Southport (or Ormskirk) to do shoppings.
Around 5 o’clock it’s time to start preparing supper. Usually we have a three course meal, with a green salad
as a starter, and yoghurt with fruit as a desert. After supper Lawrance turns on the TV and I do the dishes. The
rest of the evening Lawrance watches TV, with headphones on. Because when I read a Dutch book while he is
watching English TV, the part of my brain that deals with language really gets confused…
At ten o’clock I either watch the news, or prepare everything for breakfast and go to bed. I fill the kettle
with water, so the water pump doesn’t come on tomorrow and wake up Lawrance. I put the right amount of
porridge oats in a bowl, get a spoon out of the drawer, as well as a small knife and the banana. I also get my
mug, and a cup for Lawrance, out of the cupboard and fill the cup with sugar and a tea bag. Everything ready
for tomorrow, I go to bed, read a little on my e-reader, and, very often, by the time Lawrance goes to bed, he
finds me fast asleep, with the e-reader still in my hand.
An easy life, you probably think. But living on a narrowboat also means having a lot more (small) tasks that
need to be done on a regular basis. When you live in a house, you have an unlimited supply of gas, water
and electricity (as long as you pay your bill), mail is delivered to your front door, and sewage and garbage
disappears as by magic. Not so on a narrowboat. And most tasks involve heavy lifting.
Every three or four days the cassette in our toilet is full, and needs to be changed. This means taking the full
cassette out, prepare the empty cassette (i.e. put in a small amount of anti-smelling liquid and water), and put
the new cassette in. The full cassette (with a weight of about 18 kg) now needs to be emptied in the so called
Elsan point. This means placing the cassette on a trolley, walk to the Elsan (which is near the exit of the marina,
about a mile from the boat), empty the cassette and walk back to the boat.

Full cassette, ready to be emptied

The (fresh)water tank needs to be filled. Depending on the weather, the hose is either on the roof of the boat,
or in the well deck. The latter being the case when we expect or have frost. The water tap is right in front of the
boat. Filling up with water is not a difficult task. It’s just that it takes hours (well, sort of)…

Electrocardmeter housing

We also need to remember to top up the electricity. We always have one or two spare electricity cards, ready to
put in the meter. But, as I said, the meter has to be checked (and topped up) on a regular basis. Otherwise our
battery charger will automatically switch over to inverter, to supply 240V for TV and computer, thus draining
the batteries in no time, and without us knowing that this is happening, until the lights go out…
(I hate automatic things.)

Electrocardmeter

Luckily our gas bottle selector is a manual one. When one bottle is empty the kettle stops boiling, and the
monitor panel of the central heating (if the CH is on) will start flashing. Changing over from one gas bottle to
the other is not difficult but requires following the correct procedure (ie open the new gasbottle, as well as changing over,
Lawrance...!). Exchanging an empty 13 kg bottle for a full one (with a weight of appr. 25 kg) is hard work.

Two full bags of coal left

So is putting a new bag of coal in the storage in the well deck. Coal bags weigh between 20 and 25 kg. We
usually store the bags on the roof, with one open bag in the coal storage in the well deck, ready for topping
up the skuttle without the need of going outside. Because, of course, it is needless to say that all these ‘ little’
tasks always pop up at the most inconvenient moment. Changing a gas bottle in the pouring rain, running
out of coal in gale force winds, and discovering a red light on the cassette (which means FULL) when you
desperately need the toilet…
And of course you have to top up all the stock. Frugal as we are, we try to combine as much as possible. When
we go out for shopping, we put the full cassette and the garbage bags into the car, and empty them on the way

out.

Electric top-up card

If need be we buy electric top-up cards in the cafe, and coal and gas at companies located between the
marina and Southport. On the way in we check the mail, which is delivered to the laundry room, and put the
laundry (that has been washed in the on-board washing machine) in the tumble dryer. If we don’t go out for
shoppings, I usually walk to the other side of the marina (with cassette, garbage and laundry) and check the
mail. When Lawrance does it, he can’t be bothered, he just takes the car.
All these small tasks keep us busy, day in and day out. No wonder that time flies…

Windy again – 10 January 2015
It’s 6:15 in the morning when I wake up from the noise of water, splashing against the hull at starboard side. It
makes me need the toilet, so I decide to get up.
Carefully I make my way towards the bathroom. But walking is extremely difficult.
WRT rocks like hell (is she getting her own back for New Year’s Eve?), and I need to keep my hand on the wall
to avoid bouncing into it.
Back in the kitchen I open the Venetian blinds. It’s still dark(ish) but I can clearly see the huge waves that roll
towards us. From the wrong direction for our stove (again…).

Light breeze…?

There is still some glowing coal in the stove, but opening the bottom vent doesn’t restart the fire. I empty the
ash pan, and rake the stove, but it just ‘simmers’.
When Lawrance gets out of bed, he rakes the stove again. It improves… a little.
But things are definitely NOT OK. This time we set off our CO-alarm. Not once, but a couple of times. That,
and the horrible smell of the backfiring stove, make me seek shelter on the well deck. There it is cold (with
one side of the cratch cover open), but at least I get fresh air. But even with the doors closed, I can still hear my
small bell, ringing again. It bangs against the wall, and a quick calculation later today reveals that the amplitude
is almost 12 cm.

Bells are ringing

When we had these backfiring problems during the ‘weather bomb’ I went on the internet, trying to find out
what exactly causes the stove to backfire. Because I think that it is not the strong wind, but something else.
Yesterday evening we had a strong wind as well, but from a different direction, and the stove was burning fine.
I found an article about air pressure that caught my attention. It was about the situation in a house, so I tried to
adapt it to a narrowboat.
In a normal situation there is a difference in air pressure between lower down in the boat and higher up. The
line between low and high air pressure is called the neutral pressure plane. In the chimney itself there is also a
neutral pressure plane, but that is much higher up.

Normal situation

A strong wind directly towards starboard side will create a area of high pressure outside the boat at starboard
side.

Outside air pressure

It also tilts the neutral pressure plane, putting the entire stove in the low pressure zone (and the neutral
pressure plane of the chimney even outside the chimney).

Wind towards starboard

Windy, but boat turned around

The only way to balance the pressure around the stove is… via the chimney.
Hence the smoke puffs, coming out of the vents into the saloon.
Yesterday the wind was directly towards the bow. If the neutral pressure plain tilts accordingly, the stove is in
the high pressure zone, and work well. Very well, like it did.
I also found out that, with the strong winds (regardless the wind direction), the flames of the hob burn with a
different colour. They are more orange in colour, which means: not enough oxygen.
I’m still puzzled. I know, a lot of people advise us to get a higher chimney, or get a cowl. But I don’t think that
will solve the problem. We just need to find out the best way to ventilate the boat. Or turn the boat around,
which would keep the chimney’s neutral pressure plane IN the chimney.
Unless someone has an even better idea…

Wæs þu hæl* – 11 January 2015
Wassaile the trees that they may beare
You many a plum and many a pear.
For more or less fruits they will bring,
As you do give them wassailing.
I think things are rapidly going downhill, since I moved to the UK.
From a spacious house to a much smaller narrowboat, from a decent citizen to a water gypsy, and from a
(non-practicing) catholic to a pagan.

Straight out of Country Life

We’re at the same venue as New Year’s Eve. A small farm, straight out of magazines like Country Life. It has a
courtyard with a water feature, a wonderful garden with an orchard, and a converted barn, turned into a dance
hall. Chicken, and even a peacock, are roaming around the orchard.

Country Kitchen

The purpose of today’s get-together is twofold: we’re having our annual Christmas Lunch, and we’ll perform a
traditional ceremony called Wassailing.
I know, we’ve got the dates mixed up a little. Christmas is more than two weeks ago, and the ceremony of
wassailing is supposed to be celebrated on Twelfth Night (mostly regarded as January 6, but more properly the
evening of January 5).
Or on Old Twelvey Night (January 17) which would have been the correct date before the introduction of the
Gregorian Calendar in 1752.
Today’s program also has the sequence wrong: we should have Christmas Lunch at lunch time, and wassail
when it’s dark.
But this is morris related, so don’t expect anything normal.

Table set

With the table set for Christmas Lunch, we start with a drink of mulled cider.
After that it’s off to the orchard, armed with party poppers and noise-making tools.

Around the apple tree

We sing a wassail song, Alan puts slices of bread (soaked in cider) to the branches (slices that immediately fall
off, and are eaten by the chicken) and he sprinkles the tree with cider.

Cider soaked bread

We sing another song and make a hell of a noise to scare away evil spirits.
By then we assume the cider apple tree is awake, and will provide a good harvest of fruit in the autumn.

Belated (or very early) Christmas Lunch

We go inside, and have an excellent Christmas Lunch, home made, and locally sourced. With chicken liver paté
(served with seedy crackers, medlar cheese* and salad garnish), melon with Parma ham, or winter squash
soup. As a mains we have roast loin of pork (with apple sauce, sage and onion stuffing and traditional gravy),
or aubergine cassoulet, both served with new potatoes, broccoli and mixed steam-roasted root vegetables.
For desert there is a selection of puds (served with cream), a cheeseboard, and tea or coffee and chocs.
It’s dark when we get home, and I definitely intent to stay away from the scales in the bathroom tomorrow…
*Wæs þu hæl: Anglo-Saxon for be thou hale (be in good health).
* Medlar cheese: this is not a cheese, but something similar to apple sauce, made from medlars. I didn’t have a
clue what a medlar was, but when Peter told me it’s Latin name (Mespilus germanica) I knew the Dutch word

for it: we call it a Mispel.

Medlar (Dutch: Mispel)

And suddenly an old riddle from my childhood went trough my mind:
Vief herten, vief sterten en nen prik in’t gat,
roa roa, wat is dat?

I hear* the sound of... – 20 January 2015
No, not of braking glass. And in fact I hear two sounds that I’ve never heard before, since I moved onto the
boat last June. Both sounds seem to originate outside the boat.
One sound (the one that wakes me up at 5:22 hrs) doesn’t bother me immediately. It sounds like the zip
of a cratch cover, so that must be Brian, our part-time neighbour. Although I didn’t see him coming in, last
night, and 5:30 hrs is kind of early for him. On top of that, I suddenly remember that narrowboats are pretty
soundproof, so even if it was Brian, I wouldn’t hear the zip of his cratch cover.
The other sound I hear sounds like a shooting sound in a computer game: pee-ewe. Like something under
tension that is either released, or touched.
It puzzles me for a while, until I realize: we’re frozen in!

Frozen in!

Immediately I get a vision of one of those (wooden) ships that sailed to the Arctic or the Antarctic, and got
stuck in the ice. Ice that shifts, and builds up, and in the end crushes the boats into pieces.
That vision is so horrifying, that I go back to sleep for a while.
When finally I decide to get up it is 7:11 hrs. I hear yet another unknown sound when walking out of the
bedroom. It’s me, rocking the boat and breaking the ice.
The customary first look out of the galley window confirms it. Except for a small part between the jetties in
the middle of the marina (which is full of ducks), it’s ice all over.
After walking to the stove (to open the bottom vent) and back, no more strange sounds are heard. Except for a
snoring sound out of the bedroom…
WRT must be free of ice now.
But saying that, there is certainly another, strange phenomena. Something is hitting WRT from underneath.
Something bangs against the bottom plate, and also threws the boat against the jetty. It’s not the wind.
Lawrance thinks it’s Nessy, but he’s non compos mentus yet, at this time of the day.

Feeding the ducks

Later we’re in for a nice show. Ducks, running over the ice to get some of the bread my other neighbour is
feeding them. First legs go all over the place, and when they finally land on their belly, they seem to realize that
today walking has to be approached with a little bit more care. So the next few steps are going fine. But then
greed get’s into their minds again and woosh, they are back on their belly.
No guys, that’s not the way to do it. Just wait and see. A couple of days more with a nice frost, and I will show
you how to move fast on ice.
On my ice skates…

Vintage ice skates

*I know, it should have been: I love the sound of… breaking glass (Nick Lowe, 1978), but one is allowed some artistic
licence, once in a while.

Update 21-01-2015
Last night we had rain, so most of the ice is gone. But not all. And early in the morning I’m able to watch a
seagull, being utterly confused. I can actually hear and see him think: Am I missing something here?
He lands on the last section of ice in the marina, while everybody else is in the water. It takes him quite a
while before he realizes what’s is wrong and what to do about it.

Puzzled seagull

Boerenkoolstamppot – 21 January 2015
Stamppot (or vegetable mash) is probably the most favorite dish in the Netherlands during the winter. A
combination of potatoes and some vegetables, mashed together, and served with a smoked sausage and gravy.
The latter served preferable in a little pit, made in the middle of the stamppot. Sometimes lardons/pancetta
(spekdobbelsteentjes) are also used, either next to or instead of the smoked sausage.

Curly Cale Hash with Smoked Sausage and Vinegar

Legend has it that the first stamppot was made by the Spanish.
During the Eighty Years’ War between the Netherlands and Spain (1568–1648), there was a siege of the city
of Leiden. In October 1574 the Spanish soldiers were basically washed away when the Dutch breached all the
dikes of the polders around the city.
The Spanish left behind the meals they were preparing at that time, cooked bits of potato and vegetables. Until
today the people from Leiden celebrate this event (called Leiden’s Ontzet) by eating Hutspot met klapstuk, carrot,
potato and onion stew with rib of beef.
Although it is doubtful that there really was potatoes in the dishes. Potatoes only came to Europe around 1537,
and weren’t a staple food straight away. The dish probably contained parsnip (pastinaak), which played the same
role as the potatoes would do later. Besides that, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, the Dutch term
hutspot is recorded from 1527, nearly 50 years prior to the Siege of Leiden.
Nowadays we make mashed potato dishes with a variety of vegetables:
– andijviestamppot (with endive lettuce (Cichorium endivia)),
– boerenkoolstamppot (Curly Cale Hash),
– hete bliksem (hot lightning, with sharp (Bramley) apples and sweet apples.
Apples get (and stay) very hot when boiled, and burn your mouth, hence the name hot lightning),
– preistamppot (with leek (ask for my recipe for Greek leek stamppot with feta)),
– spruitjesstamppot (with sprouts) and
– zuurkoolstamppot (with sauerkraut).
– I even make zomerstamppot (with summer vegetables like tomatoes, onions, paprika and leek).

Andijviestamppot

The recipe is simple. Ingredients (for 2 hard-working boaters):
500 gr potatoes
300 gr vegetables
1 smoked sausage (Mattessons) or 100 gr lardons
25 gr butter
milk (enough to make a smooth mash, or use some of the cooking water as well)
Peel and dice the potatoes, clean and chop the vegetable and place both in a pan*, with the sausage (out of the
plastic wrap) on top. Add water and boil the mixture until the potatoes are done.
Take the sausage out and cut it in slices. Drain the cooking water, add milk and butter, and mash potatoes and
vegetables together, as in mashed potatoes.
In case lardons are used: fry them in a frying pan on low heat, until kind of crispy. Use some of the drainedout fat in the stamppot instead of milk.
*) In case of Curly Cale: put the vegetable in the pan first, and put the potatoes on top.
In case of Andijvie: just boil the potatoes and mix the vegetables in raw later.

Dutch aardappelstamper

A traditional Dutch potato masher (aardappelstamper) is a bit different from the (plastic) ones in the UK, but, as
long as the vegetables are cut in small enough pieces, the plastic UK masher works as well. (Well, almost…)
Also a difference between the Netherlands and the UK is the way you (usually) buy your Curly Cale. The pre-

cut and packed Curly Cale you get in the supermarket contains not only the leaves of the cale, but the thick
stalks as well. Make sure you cut all these stalks in smaller pieces before boiling the cale. Or go to a farmer’s
shop, buy the complete cale, cut it yourself and don’t use the stalks.
Curly Cale tastes better after a night with frost. Because of the frost the cale transfers starch into sugars, which
changes the taste of the cale.
So far I’ve not been able to buy Andijvie, not even at the local farmer’s shop. But I found a replacement
vegetable: Rucola.
Rucola is not as bitter as Andijvie, so it doesn’t taste the same, but at least it looks the same…
When you get a Mattessons Smoked Sausage you probably get a genuine Dutch smoked sausage. Have a look at
the stamp on the package: wonder what NL means…!
OK, enough of this, why not try out one of the following stamppots?
Name
Hutspot
Boerenkoolstamppot
Stamppot Andijvie
Spruitjesstamppot
Hete bliksem
Zuurkoolstamppot
Zomerstamppot

Ingredients (other than potatoes)
Carrots, onions and rib of beef
Curly Cale, smoked sausage
Endive lettuce and lardons
Brussels sprouts and lardons
Bramley apples, sweet apples/pears and rib of beef
Sauerkraut and smoked sausage
Tomatoes, onions, paprika and leek, and grated cheese

Serve stamppot with silverskin onions (Boerenkoolstamppot and Stamppot Andijvie), vinegar (on the plate
sprinkled over Boerenkoolstamppot) and mustard (mixed into the gravy that’s in the gravy pit).
Use a different smoked sausage (Mattessons Hot and spicy smoked sausage is perfect in Boerenkoolstamppot,
or perhaps Spicy chorizo?) or use grated cheese to create a vegetarian version.
Being Dutch I probably have to stay as close as possible to the tradition, all the foreign readers can experiment
as much as they like.
Let me know if you find the perfect stamppot.
Eet smakelijk…
P.S. Guess what we have for supper tonight? Curly Cale Hash with garlic smoked sausage.

Monsters – 24 January 2015
Remember the strange sounds we heard when we were frozen in? That Lawrance thought it must be Nessie?
(see I hear* the sound of…)
Well, I’ve seen ‘Nessie’ today.

Nessie

Our neighbour’s son was fishing, sitting on the boat.
And within half an hour he caught this!

A real monster

These monsters live between and under the boats. And there must be heaps of them. Last time he was fishing
here, he caught four of them. Not surprising that a lot of ducklings and cygnets don’t survive in our marina.
OK, I’ve seen fish in the marina before. With the sun at a certain angle you can see small fish shoal together
under the jetties. But I don’t think I want to see a fair amount of these big fish schooling underneath our jetty.
Aiming for…?

Update – 07 February 2015
Instead of watching silly ducks and moorhens, trying to cope with something that looks like water but
definitely is something else, I better write an update.
Because there are many:
– On Point of no return;
– On Boerenkoolstamppot;
– On Moorhens.
Moorhens
Let’s start with the most important update: the moorhens. Usually we see a lot of ducks, but not that much
moorhens. In fact (as I found out today), we don’t see any moorhens at all. Because what me and Lawrance call
a moorhen (waterhoentje), is NOT a moorhen, but a coot (meerkoet). Moorhens have red beaks, while coots have a
white one, with a white patch above it.
Coots look cute, but just read this sentence from Wikipedia:
Coots can be very brutal to their own young under pressure such as the lack of food.They will bite young that are begging for food and
repeatedly do this until it stops begging and starves to death. If the begging continues, they may bite so hard that the chick is killed.
Ducks seem to cope better with ice than coots. That might have something to do with the oversized feet coots
have. These feet are a lot bigger than ducks feet (compared to the size of the bird) and they don’t have webbing
between the toes. When walking on ice the coots waddle like a clown on oversized shoes.
Which, of course, doesn’t benefit their balance.

Water fowl on ice

Coots must also suffer from cold feet, because I see them a lot of times either totally on one leg, or in some
sort of ballerina stance, like the coot in the lower part of the collage. It might look like he’s ice skating, but no,
he doesn’t move.
But whether it’s ducks or coots, I can watch them for hours, when they try to walk on the ice, pick on
something in or under the ice, or just stand on the ice.
The reflection on the ice of everything is mesmerizing…

Boerenkoolstamppot
There are some new developments in the ongoing battle to find Andijvie.
From an American (!) website I learn that ASDA in Leeds recently had bought Andijvie. How these Yankees
knew I don’t know, but I visited the nearest ASDA and yes, they sell something that looks like a (small) head of
Andijvie. It’s called Curly lettuce. Because it is less than half the size of a Dutch head of Andijvie I assume it’s not
fully grown, and therefore it might not be really bitter. But I will give it a try.
I also asked a green grocer in Ormskirk about Andijvie. He came up with Frisée, which is the (not so bitter)
curly form of Andijvie. I might use this as a last resort.
The green grocer called the non-curly form Biondee, a name I can’t find on the internet, but maybe he referred
to Lollo Bionda, which indeed looks like Andijvie. Unfortunately, real Andijvie is of the daisy family (Asteraceae)
genus Chicorium, while Lollo Bionda (as all lettuce) is of the genus Lactuca of the Asteraceae. Something
completely different, I would say.
And another update on the Boerenkoolpost: don’t use the pancetta you’ll find at Tesco. It’s much too thin for
frying on a low heat. Use Tesco’s lardons, they are a bit bigger cubes. Stil not as big as spekdobbelsteentjes, so
I’m still searching for the proper stuff.
Point of no Return
Just a small update on this post: my house is sold!

I had one couple viewing the house last Friday, and they decided to buy it. Not exactly for the price it was on
the market, but not far from it either. In two days I will get the necessary paperwork, and the transfer will be
around May/June. Which will involve a trip to Holland…!
And another delay in cruising…!

One year ago – 16 February 2015 – By WRT
It’s exactly one year ago when I saw them for the first time. They seemed OK to me. For Magda it was love at
first sight, and Lawrance definitely did like my name.
I knew I would still miss the couple who designed me, and had me build, but Lawrance and Magda would be
a lot better than the one who owned me for (luckily for me) less than 1½ year. Although I must say, Lawrance
did look a bit unwell, that day. I found out later that it was his birthday, and he had already celebrated that, the
night before.
(Need I say more?)
That day in February I classed them as normal people. They seemed just like an average English couple to me.
Now, a year later, I’m not so sure. Average? Well, how many women in England, of Dutch heritage, do morris
dancing? Last week they even became members of the prestigious Hurlston Hall Golf & Country Club! To
play golf AND to go to the Gym!

Hurlston Hall Bag Tag (golf)

Just imagine this, him in blue shorts and a blue shirt, and her in a black legging and a pink shirt? On the
treadmill, or the cross-trainer? And the next day they keep complaining about the steep step for getting in and
out of me! Or all the low-level storage in the galley!

Leisure Club & Spa

It must be all the money Magda gets, now she sold her house. Yes, that’s definitive, I’ve even seen the signed

contract, before she sent it back to Holland.

Contract

I wonder how to convince her to spend some of that money on me…
A thermostatic tap in the shower, for example. Or a new oven, because I don’t think my current oven works
properly. A new washer/dryer, maybe?
Or, even better, a complete, professional repaint of my outside. Including a new porthole in the cabin! That
would be nice!
I would do it myself, if I could. But that’s impossible, just as going to the gym is for me. Unfortunately, for my
health and good looks I totally depend on them. Let’s hope they don’t become too eccentric…

Lost a lot of blood– 22 March 2015
Don’t worry, we’re doing OK. But it is definitely time for another update.
Unfortunately not a lot about cruising yet. One weekend we had to go to a demob party at the Commando
Training Centre of the Royal Marines in Exmouth. The engine of WRT had it’s annual check-up. I certainly
needed a hair cut. I did a lot of work for one of my clients. Got my Dutch tax papers (43 pages of questions to
fill in), had an appointment with an UK tax advisor and registered as a sole trader. Got a letter from the Dutch
government regarding my voluntairy state pension (12 pages to fill in).
We also transferred the bedroom into… well, how to explain this? All the pictures that used to be in my
downstairs toilet in Doorwerth, are now in the bedroom of WRT.
It doesn’t make the bedroom the toilet, but it is still confusing, every time I get up in the morning, or walk to
the engine room.

Downstairs toilet?

And the bedroom is also a temporary greenhouse. It’s spring, so I started my herb garden. I can’t put the pots
(in this case buckets) outside yet, or in the well deck.
They have to stay indoors for about two weeks. At a temperature between 18 and 20ºC. Hence the bedroom.
Not that I expect a lot of it. All seeds are of Dutch origin, do I need to say more?

Temporary greenhouse

And, of course, someone switched off the big light in the sky. We had just the right amount of clouds to be
able to see the (part) solar eclipse.

Solar eclipse 2015

Not that it was really spectacular. I’ve seen one in the USA, in 1984. The sun was then covered by the moon for
92%. Birds stopped singing, and cows went to sleep. And living in the woods, at noon the surroundings turned
into something eery.

My house in the woods

Our walkway

Since there are no trees on the jetties, we didn’t have any half-moons all over the place. The birds only stopped
singing for a minute or so, and I didn’t see any cows go to sleep.
Besides all this, just after I took the picture of WRT and the sun, the clouds thickened, and that was it.
“But what about the bloodshed?“, I hear you asking now. Well, NHS Blood and Transplant finally managed to drain
me of 500 ml good quality Dutch blood. I tried to donate blood in the UK before, but could only make an
appointment in Burscough for the afternoon. Since my blood hardly flows at that time of the day, I ended up
with all the blood still in my body, and my left arm having as many holes as a Swiss cheese. So next time I
made an appointment in Southport, for as early in the morning as possible. And voilá, within the appropriate
timespan I produced the right amount of blood. NHS happy, and me happy. It restored my faith in the world.
OK, partly…

Naked men at the canal – 28 March 2015
It’s a beautiful day, the sun is shining, and there is only a light breeze. Just about perfect to go to the nearest
pub, the Saracen’s head, in Halsall. According to Google Maps it’s a 2 mile walk (including getting out of the
marina), but it certainly feels longer, especially after a couple of drinks.
We’ve done it two weeks ago.
But this time we decide otherwise: we take WRT! We can have a drink, have a meal, stay overnight. And we
cruise…!
So we do (some) pre-cruising checks, disconnect shore power, start the engine and take in the lines. Slowly
Lawrance moves us away from the jetty, and manoeuvres towards the exit of the marina. Time to sound the
(not checked) horn, to warn boats on the canal that we’re coming out of the marina. Luckily for us there are
no other boats, because… the horn doesn’t work. Silently we get onto the canal, and turn into the direction of
Liverpool.

Are we having fun?

As soon as we’re on course, I roll myself a cigarette, and realise: I’m running out of cigarette paper. I should have taken
some spare ones with me.
This thought is immediately followed by: Silly cow, you’ve got your entire house with you. Spare papers are in the cupboard
underneath the TV.
It might take a while before I get used to having all my belongings with me, not just my handbag (with the
kitchen sink, as Lawrance always tells me).
Except for the horn, everything works properly, and after about 40 minutes we’re at the Saracen’s Head. On
the wrong side, of course, so we keep going till the next winding hole. Lawrance does a perfect job, turning

around. In fact he does it a lot better than during our holidays in 2013, but this might also be with some help
from WRT…

At the Saracen’s Head

After an hour we’re moored up at what is basically the start of the Leeds and Liverpool canal. A
commencement ceremony was held here at Halsall on 5 November 1770, with the first sod being dug by
Colonel Charles Mordaunt of Halsall Hall.
The men who dug the canals were called Navvies. This is a colloquial shortening of navigator, as in one who digs
navigation canals. Next to bridge 25 in Halsall is a statue of one of these navvies, the naked man from the title. No,
one can see nothing, he is decently covered by a spade, besides being buried half into the ground.

Halsall Navvy by Thompson Dagnall

After taking pictures it’s time for a drink. And, some time later, for a very nice meal.
A bit expensive, but certainly worth the money! After providing our own night caps on the boat, it’s time for
bed.

As usual I wake up early, and know immediately that this must be MY DAY at the tiller. It’s raining, and there is
a gale force wind. We sit out the rain, and while I’m having a cigarette, an old working boat, Ambush, passes
us, on her way to Liverpool.

Ambush

Then around ten o’clock, the rain stops, and we get ready to head home. Fleece-lined water proofs on, furry
headband wrapped around the ears, and wearing fingerless gloves, I turn the bow towards the middle of the
canal. Cruising in the strong winds is not a problem. One: we’re on WRT (who acts perfectly) and two: the
wind is from the back, thus saving us diesel. I’m just not looking forward to get into the marina and on our
own jetty. It’s a bit of a zig-zag (mostly against the wind), and there is not a lot of room to manoeuvre.

Zig-zag through the marina

But there is no need for fear. As I said before, we’re on WRT, and she behaves absolutely fine. Just goes where I
tell her to go. And without damaging jetties or boats we get safely back to our home mooring.
Now we need to find out what is wrong with the horn.
(Addition on 29/03/2015: there is nothing wrong with the wiring, there is a current going into the horn. So it must be the horn
itself. Strange, because the horn was relatively new, fitted at Overwater Marina in May 2014…)

Secret worries of a novice boater – 30 March 2015
There is something that worries me. We have a starter battery that is in good condition. And our four domestic
batteries are new. We’ve been on landline all the time, and all five batteries were fully charged when we left the
marina (starter battery was 12.6V, the domestic batteries were 13.0V). They should get charged while cruising,
but when we stopped at the Saracen’s Head, the voltage had dropped (starter battery was down to 12.5V,
domestic batteries down to 12.4V).
The next morning the batteries were even lower. The engine didn’t start, the first time (battery was down to
11.5V), and the domestic batteries had dropped to 10.9V.
The only appliances we used during our stop, was two internal lights (0.2 Amp/h), the water pump (0,4
Amp/h), the reading light above the bed (0.1 Amp/h) and the fridge (85 Amp/h). With the batteries fully
charged (90%) we should have 396 Amp/h. We used less than 90 Amp/h, so there should be about 300
Amp/h charge left.
I wonder if our electric system is adequate to sustain us while we’re cruising. I know the fridge is the biggest
power eater on the boat, so any additional lights, won’t make a significant difference. But what happens if we
have to switch the inverter on to watch TV? Will inverter (2 Amp/h) + TV (10 Amp/h) + aerial booster (11
Amp/h, all for two hour use), drain the batteries? It only adds 23 Amp/h to what we take out of the batteries
for lights, water pump and fridge. Should we still be OK?
But why did the batteries drop while cruising to the Saracen’s Head? And why did they fully recharge (to 13.1
(starter battery) and 13.0 (domestic batteries)) when we came back?

BMS

And why is the Battery Management System sounding an alarm, when I switch it on, telling me that the
batteries are low at the moment (as you can see), while we here, in the marina, on shore power?
Is the inverter/charger on it’s way out?

On it’s way out?
Life on a narrowboat, moored in a marina, is fun, but life on a narrowboat while cruising will be:
A even more fun
B f***g hard
C next to impossible
(Select the best possible answer. Correct answer will be revealed in a future post.)

Magical Mystery Tour – 08 April 2015
It’s going to be a beautiful day. Although, at 8 o’clock in the morning it is still cold. Outside the boat and
inside, because we let the fire go out.
We’re waiting for the things to come. In this case, CRT-people, and more boats. The latter all arrive around half
an hour later. One unknown boat, and three more from Scarisbrick Marina! They all spent the night at Bridge
10 (and in the nearby pub), because of fear for vandalism at Hancock’s Swing Bridge. Softies…

Hancock’s Swing Bridge

Then three CRT-guys show up, and at 09:15 hrs they open the swing bridge for us.
Off we go, in convoy. Hidden Pearl (the unknown boat) first, then WRT as second. It’s about 45 minutes to the
next swing bridge. We make good progress, at 2000 RPM, but the canal is full of debris, and I have to find my
way carefully, avoiding garage doors, sofa’s, trees and the usual household waste. In all it feels like plodding
through mud.

Sanitary stop at Litherland

At Litherland we have a quick stop to empty the cassette. When leaving I notice the engine temperature is

rising. When I mention it to Lawrance, the oil warning alarm (light and sound) comes on. Problems! We
let the others pass, and stop. Lawrance checks the engine, but there seem to be nothing wrong. So we wait
another 10 minutes, restart the engine and resume our journey. Just as we set off we hear a clicking sound, and
a pedestrian’s barrier emerges next to us. We wonder, did we drag that along, all the way? Causing the engine
to overheat? We will never know, but after this the engine is doing fine.

To keep the riff raff away from WRT

When we finally arrive at Stanley Locks the last two of the others just enter the first lock, so we are still on
time. We do the first lock, and are waiting for CRT to open the second lock. And waiting, and waiting… The
pond we are in gets lower, and lower…

Nearly grounded

Something is wrong here. As we find out later, one of the CRT guys left the paddles open on one side, so the
lock didn’t fill. When finally the lock is full, the pond we are in is nearly empty, and, scraping the bottom of
the pond, we just manage to get into the lock.
The other two locks are no problem, and then we are in the docks.

Wow, the water is massive! Collingwood Dock is wide enough to turn a DFDS ferry around.

Victoria Clock Tower

Through Salisbury Dock we’re heading towards Victoria Clock Tower. The clock tells me: it’s 15:30 hrs. I
absolutely lost track of time. Just before the tower we turn left. Then I see that at the other side of the tower the
clock only has one hand. So I still don’t know what time it is. For a while we go through a kind of canal, the
Central Docks Channel, also called Sid’s Ditch. Then it is huge docks again: West Waterloo Dock, Princes Half
Tide Dock and Princes Dock.

Princes Dock

Then a lock, Princes Dock Lock, and after that four tunnels. Are the tunnels on the old canals dark inside,
and round like ∩, these new tunnels are made of light coloured concrete, and box shaped. Tunnel lights are
definitely not designed for these kind of tunnels. And they are b****y low!

Box shaped, and very low

But between the tunnels we pass all the famous buildings of Liverpool: the Royal Liver Building, the Cunard
Building and the Port of Liverpool Building.

Royal Liver Building (on our way out of Liverpool)

Then another lock, Mann Island Lock, the last one. Now we’re in Canning Dock, another part of the docks,
the tourist part. With 500,000 gongoozlers. I need to find my way to Salthouse Dock, via Albert Dock. I know
roughly where to go, but there is definitely a lack of road signs (water signs?). And the green (or maybe red)
traffic sign at the end of Canning Half Tide Dock is so high up on the dock wall that I don’t see it at all.
But I manage, and with a blast of the horn (to get some swan pedalos out of the way) we enter Salthouse
Dock. I want to get into our berth stern first, so the bow (i.e. conservatory) faces towards the dock. But the
high buildings surrounding Salthouse Dock produce a strange wind, and I don’t manage. So head first it will
be. Which turns out to be the only way for us. The jetties are only half as long as the boat, and with the front
door being our only entrance/exit we would have to swim, to get off the boat.

I did it…!

Pfew! I did it! But I’m knackered. My face feels like leather, from the sun and from the wind. I’m absolutely
starving, and I haven’t a clue what time it is. Probably time for a real ale and some nachos in the Pump House.
After a walk around Albert Dock we return to WRT. Lawrance makes an excellent prawn curry. I manage to stay
awake till 21:15 hrs. Then I’m off to bed. Trying to get to grips with the fact that there is now about 5 metres
of water underneath WRT, instead of the normal 1.5 metres. I hope WRT stays afloat…

50 Ways to loose... – 16 April 2015
No, not your lover, your chimney. And no, we didn’t lose our chimney, but Bill did.
It was one of the many highlights of our stay in Salthouse Dock in Liverpool. Others were (in random order):
the morris dance performance (with it’s huge audience), The Pump House, speaking Dutch, buying a clock
and barometer, the Maritime Museum, and the mooring spot.
To start with the latter, we’re on a floating pontoon in Salthouse Dock, the second dock built in Liverpool,
opened in 1753. At one side is Liverpool One, the shopping Centre, where once was The Old Dock. This Old
Dock was the first commercial wet dock in the world, opened in 1715. It changed Liverpool forever, because,
being non-tidal, ships could be loaded and unloaded in three days, instead of three weeks. So Liverpool
became THE port in England. But the dock became too small for the ever growing ships, and silted up, with
sand and sewage. In 1826 it was closed and filled in completely. A customs office was built on the site. When
starting to build the shopping centre, they discovered that all the dock walls were still there, and in good
shape. Nowadays you can visit a small part of the Old Dock.
Don’t worry, it doesn’t smell. The sewage was excavated!

The Old Dock

On the other side of Salthouse Dock is Albert Dock. The old warehouses around it are transformed into
boutiques, restaurants and luxurious apartments. Not apartments for ordinary people, but for the one’s that
drive Lamborghini’s and Porches.

Albert Dock (on the way out)

Next to Albert Dock is the Liverpool Wheel, and the view from our boat is stunning, especially at night.

What a view!

We’re surrounded by musea: the Museum of Liverpool, Tate Gallery, the Slavery Museum, the Customs
Museum and the Maritime Museum. I spent five hours in the Maritime Museum. And could have spent even
longer, if they hadn’t brought in about 20,000 families with children…! So an advice if you want to go to
Salthouse Dock: avoid school holidays. The World Museum (20 minutes walk) was even worse. Children just
used it as a playground.
Tate Gallery was a tad too modern for me, but the Liverpool Museum again was interesting.
Before we left Scarisbrick we had done our shoppings, so we could make our own meals. But why should
we, with something like sixteen restaurants in and around Albert Dock? Well, because not only it was school
holidays, it also was the weekend of the Grand National (the most important horse jump race, at Aintree Race
Course near Liverpool). The race course, next to the canal, is just visible from the boat.

Aintree Race Course

The first restaurant we went to on Thursday said: Have you booked a table? No, we haven’t. Then we’re sorry, but… The
restaurant next to it: Have you booked…? Eh, no. OK, the first available table is at 21:00 hrs. The next restaurant actually
did have a table for us. But we should have realized that something was wrong here. I had two small courses,
Lawrance had a normal meal… on a plate the size of a plate in a doll house. And it contained something that
looked like a piece of plastic. OK, he did get another meal for free (with the same kind of plastic in it). We
paid £34.80 for food and drinks, and decided to do our own meals till after the weekend. So another advice:
don’t go to a restaurant called Circo. Good restaurants are (we think): Pan Am, Blue, and The Pump House.
The latter is a pub cum restaurant, which has good food, not too expensive drinks and a very friendly staff. It’s
packed, all day, every day.

The Pump House

Because it was school holidays and Grand National, there were heaps of people around the docks every day.
Except for Saturday at 12:00 hrs. That’s when we had our morris dance performance.

Morris Dance at Albert Dock

No audience is not a problem for us, we had our fun. And after the show we nearly sunk WRT while making a
group picture.

Group Portrait (without Lady…)

Sunday was the only bad day, weather wise. It was absolutely windy. And sitting in the conservatory
(designated smoking area) everything was moving: the pontoon and the boat. It almost made me seasick. The
narrowboats that came in on this day had a tough journey, trough all the vast, and therefore windy docks. All
the other days were fine. I even got my half jeans out!

Floating Pontoon

A couple of docks to the south houses Liverpool Marina. We visited the chandlery there, to get a Scottish tiller
flag for Lawrance. They didn’t have a flag, but they did speak Dutch! One of the owners is Dutch, she was born
in Arnhem (of all places!). One of the employees is Dutch as well. So I could practice my Dutch a bit, before I
go to Holland in June.
In the marina we also saw our former neighbours from Scarisbrick Marina: Cat and Nigel, on the Dutch barge
New Dawn. They spent the winter in Liverpool Marina.
I did mention the boutiques in Albert Dock. They sell the usual crap (like cheap Everton mugs), but one shop
had the barometer and clock I wanted to have for a long time. They also cover the discolouring on the wall,
where Andy and Christine had theirs.
Clock and barometer don’t need polishing, but some
brass objects on WRT looked shabby, next to this
shiny new inventory. So I had to clean the indoor
part of three mushroom vents, and the ship’s bell.
Especially because on our way home we plan to visit
the first owners of our WRT, the afore mentioned
Andy and Christine.

Barometer and clock

And what about the lost chimney, you will ask? Let’s start with mentioning that half the boats, moored in
Salthouse Dock, came from Scarisbrick Marina: Jonathan Puddle, Majestic, M and M, Jaybird, Tin Lizzy, Muckle,
Thor, Thea, Harlequin.
Bill, from Tin Lizzy, was on the pontoon next to ours. He was doing some external spring cleaning, and took
the chimney off. How he did it is still a mystery, but he managed to drop the 6.5” wide chimney through a 4”
wide gap between pontoon and his boat, into the water. Out came his magnet, which did have a long enough
rope to reach the bottom of the dock, but the chimney was gone. We now assume that Liverpool Nessy (CRT
had warned us for him) is swimming with a narrowboat chimney on his head.

Liverpool Nessie

On the Thursday morning (after cleaning our propeller from a panty hose and a bra) Jaybird, Tin Lizzy,
Muckle, two unknown boats and us left Salthouse Dock. It’s Lawrance’s day on the tiller, so I can take pictures. I
absolutely love this Tobacco Warehouse. It’s the world largest brick warehouse, 14 stories, 150,000 m², and its
construction used 27 million bricks, 30,000 panes of glass and 8,000 tons of steel.

Tobacco Warehouse

We moored at Bridge 10, and all the Scarisbrickers went to the Bootle Arms for supper. We had a good meal
and a good time, and a certain chimney played a significant role in the conversation…
All in all it was a great trip to Salthouse Dock. One we definitely will do again.

Family Reunion – 19 April 2015 – By WRT
Oh, I’m so happy! Can you imagine, I finally met my little sister! Although little… she is 10 ft longer than I
am. And she must have a different father, because she doesn’t look like me at all. I consider myself as (kind of)
posh, she is more a working class girl. But we got on very well. Like a boat on fire, so to speak.
I had seen her on my way into Liverpool, last week. I got moored up just across from her. Only for one night,
so we didn’t have a lot of time to get to know each other (and we also didn’t want to shout, during the night).
But after this race to Liverpool and back (Magda sometimes had me on 2000 RPM (thus doing more than 5
miles/hr), way too fast for an old girl like me, so I could but overheat) we moored alongside my sister. And
it felt great. It was good to hear the voice of Christine again, and Andy, sitting on the front door step, brought
back a lot of happy memories.

Should have gone to Specsavers?

Lawrance and Magda had invited them to a real Dutch meal: Boerenkoolstamppot met rookworst, and with Vlaflip as a
desert. It was very late when they went to bed, so me and my sister didn’t get a lot of beauty sleep, that night.
And I certainly needed that. The state I was in, when they went to bed… Disgusting! Dishes piled up in the
galley, and the well deck full of empty beer cans and wine bottles.

Piled up dishes

The next day was a beautiful and warm day. Magda did the dishes, tidied up, and even polished (half of) my
porthole. During the evening I had me all to myself, they gathered at my sister’s. I heard them speaking about

cruising together. That will be a disaster for the NHS! Because our name sticks in people’s heads, and these
people get utterly confused when they walk past one boat and get to the next boat with the same beautiful
name. Then they either want to visit an eye clinic straight away (being not drunk, but strangely seeing double),
or need a psychiatrist (seeing things that can’t be there). Or needing new hips, because they keep walking
back and forth, to make sure they see what they think they see.
I noticed Andy, Christine, Lawrance and Magda forever explaining to everyone who passed me and my sister,
that yes, there is nothing wrong with eyes, there are two Wea-Ry-Tireds, that I’m the oldest (and wisest, of
course) and that she is an unplanned addition to the family.
From what my sister told me, I realize she has the same experience as I have.
When cruising, every second person makes a comment about our name. No doubt, when we cruise together,
every person will make a comment. I even heard Magda saying she would make a book about the Wea-RyTired family, that they could sell to passers-by. (And no doubt, using the revenue for more beer and wine
(alcoholics…)).
But it was good, being reunited with my family. I showed Felix (who, although no longer with us, is still
with me) to William, the new ship’s cat. And I told Christine that I have forgiven her. I did have a horrible 18
months, but I’m very happy now (that is… as long as Magda keeps my revs down).

Felix, still with me

A Pint of Yellow Submarine – 04 May 2015
No, I’m NOT on the green stuff, or drunk (yet), and there are no yellow submarines in the Leeds & Liverpool
Canal, as far as I know. And if there are, I sincerely hope they don’t have a small drill to drill holes in the
bottom plate of narrowboats…
Some time last week Lawrance said: “Do you fancy going to the Saracen’s Head, on Saturday?”
And about a day later: “Shall we invite Peter and Leslie for a bit of a cruise?”
There is some serious logistics involved: they leave their car at the Saracen’s Head, I pick them up with our car,
so they can go home later, while we stay in Halsall.
Everything planned, the weather deteriorates, as is clear from both the weather forecast and my new barometer
(see 50 Ways to lose…). The barometer drops, and drops, and drops. Early Saturday morning we phone Peter to
remind them to wear warm clothes, suitable for rain as well. This probably is too much. Half an hour later they
cancel their visit (softies). And, to be honest, we postpone the trip as well. No, not: Softies…!, but why be in the
marina the entire week when it is sunny, and go cruising when the weather will be absolutely horrible? So we
change our plans, do shoppings and the laundry in stead.
On Sunday morning the weather is still the same: a lot of rain. So we postpone the plan to Monday, and I get
my computer out to start working for one of my clients. Then, around noon, the weather suddenly changes.
The sun comes out, and it gets a lot warmer. So at two o’clock we decide: I’ll empty the cassette and get rid of
the garbage, and Lawrance will do the daily engine checks.

At bridge 26

At three o’clock we start. In bright sunshine, with gusty winds, so Lawrance has some problems to get out of
our part of the marina. WRT doesn’t seem to be happy either. Even before we’re out of the marina I already
hear a sound I’ve never heard before. To my dumb blond ears it sounds like one of the belts, but Lawrance did
do the daily checks, therefore I assume he has checked them. So once we’re on the canal I ask Lawrance to
check it out. But, lo and behold, at that moment the strange sound stops, and the engine looks OK. Half a mile
later, with me temporary on the tiller again because Lawrance is on the phone, the sound is back. Once again
Lawrance takes off the engine cover… and immediately signs me to moor up and stop the engine.
We have a breakdown, less than one mile away from our berth in the marina!

Less than a mile from home

We’ve got a leak. A serious one, because the engine compartment is full of water.
But it doesn’t take long before Lawrance finds out what is wrong. The end cap of the gearbox oil cooler came
off. He fixes it, refills the engine with water, and after 45 minutes we’re on the move again. The plans were to
go to the second winding hole after the marina, but we decide otherwise. We turn at the first one, and more at
the Saracen’s Head. We have a quick look at the engine, before we switch off.
And discover another leak: now in the end cap itself.

First engineer at work

Isn’t it sheer fun, cruising on a narrowboat? We cruise 3.7 kilometres and break down twice! This time,

though, Lawrance can’t fix it, because we do have all kinds of spare hoses, clips and belts, and an end cap for
the engine heat exchanger, but not a small one for the gearbox oil cooler. Luckily we are a member of the RCR
(something like the RAC, or the Wegenwacht, but for boats). And after making the necessary appointments we’re
off to get a Yellow Submarine. For me, that is, half a pint (real ale)…
We have an excellent meal, and make our way back to the boat. We see a man, standing next to our boat, and a
woman, a bit further on. She’s on the phone.
The man asks us:
“Is this your boat?”
“Yes, it is.”
There is a bit of confusion here. These people know the boat, and assumed Andy and Christine had a meal in
the Saracen’s Head. They knocked on the boat, to see if they were in. And, getting no answer, decided to phone
them, asking where they were.
So Christine (via the phone) and I (face to face) explain the situation to the couple. I wonder, how many
people will, in the future, knock on the boat, expecting to see Andy and Christine, only to meet complete
strangers? All thanks to the name of WRT, a name that everybody seems to remember for years?
After that we definitely need an (inhouse) night cap. And call it a day.

It’s 09:30 hrs when a small blue car arrives at the Saracen’s Head’s car park. Out comes a man in a boiler suit.
It’s Jim, who’s going to fix our water leak. But, although we explained to RCR what the problem was, so he
would have the right end cap with him, he doesn’t. But he finds a solution around it.

The solution around it: cutting off the leak

He also confirms that I was right in my assumption about the sound I heard, thus at the same time confirming
that I’m not dumb (which I actually can prove), and I’m not blond (anymore). It was the sound of a belt. Not
caused by a problem, but when the belts get covered in antifreeze they start making a squeaking sound.
At 10:45 hrs we’re on our way. It’s sunny, but also a bit windy. Since I’ve done it now many times before, I ‘sail’
into the marina, without even touching the (small) entrance. I also ‘sail’ into our part of the marina, expecting
to get at our jetty without any problems…

Wrong. One gust of wind, and I’m at the top of the jetty, sideways.

Sideways against the jetty

Luckily, when I reverse, WRT decides to cooperate. She turns her head into the wind, and slowly but surely I
get her into berth 27.
Home again. Landline on. We empty the bilge, and do the dishes.
Next time we walk to the Saracen’s Head?
P.S. Did you notice the Scottish flag in the picture of the boat at bridge 26? Lawrance just got it a couple of days ago.While preparing the
picture for this post, I realized it was the very first time we were cruising with the Scottish flag instead of the Dutch flag.
I wonder, was this breakdown WRT’s way of saying: I don’t like the Saltire…?

I’m so worried – 30 July 2015 – By WRT
Well, if I don’t write, THEY certainly won’t. They’re way too busy, Lawrance with army things, Facebook and
doctor’s appointments, and Magda…
Hm, Magda, yes, what shall I say? She’s doing fine (I think), and she certainly is DOING.
“Doing what?”, you will ask.
CROCHETING* (of all things)!
It all started pretty innocent. She made cabin lace, or more precise, shelf edging for all the shelves on the boat.
I really liked that, I do like black velvet and lace.

Shelf edging

Doilies

Next she started a lace curtain for the front door, to keep the beasties out. That’s still on the go; it’s a project for
long trips in the car. Then she made a doily to go under the whisky decanter. And doilies for everything on all
the shelves. Still more or less normal, I would say.
But then things went rapidly downhill. She started crocheting cactuses.
There are five up till now, all on the window sill in the galley.

Forget the left one.That one is artificial…

The cactuses were followed by a Christmas Tree, half the size of a packet of Look Out rolling tobacco. And a
bundle of Christmas ornaments. And a rubber duck for in the bath (no, we don’t have a bath).

It’s beginning to look a lot like Christmas…

The bath will be crocheted next year?

Then I got really worried. The next thing she crocheted was a vlaflip*, complete with a dollop of whipped
cream. I think that, when someone starts crocheting a desert, it’s time to get professional help. Especially when
the vlaflip is followed by a custard cream cookie…

No calories, that’s the good thing

Yesterday she ordered not one but two cauldrons. She says she’s going to use them as plant pots, but I don’t
know. Will she start crocheting potions? I noticed she parked her witches broom in the engine room…
I’m not sure what to do. I’M SO WORRIED…!
P.S. Look at the picture of the cactuses.The boat next door isn’t Lazy Sunday. Not that Lazy Sunday moved,THEY MOVED ME. I’m a lot
closer now to the place to be, where everything happens. And it might be less windy during the winter.

Upgraded to the posh part of the marina

New berth (notice the non-slip ‘grass’ on the jetty)

*To crochet = haken
*Vlaflip = a typical (old-fashioned) Dutch desert

Don’t ask – 23 September 2015
Yes, we’re still alive. But I have a small problem with time. As WRT revealed in her post, we’ve moved the
house. And suddenly we find ourselves in the middle of the marina, so to speak.

View from conservatory

Literally, because we are in the middle of the entrance pond, and figuratively, because it’s here where it all
happens. More boats, more people. And less time to get everything done.
Not that we didn’t do a lot. I’ll make a list of what we did, after WRT wrote her last post. It’s not in
chronological order.
– We cruised to Parbold with 4 other boats;

Parbold cruise 1

– We cruised to Parbold with Wea-Ry-Tired 4;

Parbold cruise 2

– We cruised to The New Scarisbrick Arms Restaurant with 5 other boats;

The New Scarisbrick Arms Restaurant
– We cruised to Lydiate for a morris performance;
– We cruised to Crooke Beer, Boats and Music Festival;

The club at Crooke

– I’m one of the founder members of our new boaters club;

– I ended up making the website;
– I ended up being the treasurer;
– I ended up designing all the necessary paperwork;

– We organised an official opening night;

Flyer

– I crocheted one of the raffle prices for the opening night;

Liquorice allsorts

– We organised a Breakfast Cruise in November, a Illuminated Cruise in December and a Christmas Dinner;
– Lawrance spent a night in hospital (I was there till 4 o’clock at night);
– Lawrance needed a gastrointestinal endoscopy (will have another one next Saturday);
– I had a morris weekend in Scarborough;

Scarborough

– I had a morris performance every Thursday, somewhere in a pub around St Helens;
– I spent three days in the engine room with Simon;

– I now know all the in’s and out’s of our boat electrics;
– I stripped half of the red and crème paint in the engine room;
– Two Scottish friends visited us for 4 days;
– I did a book for one of my clients;
– I did my UK tax;
– I managed to get a savings account in the UK.
Of course, all this comes on top of the ‘normal’ household chores as described in A normal winter’s day at the marina
(with the exception of the stove chores, because it is summer (?)), go shopping, clean the house, and do the
laundry and the garden.

Roof garden

And I found out that, whenever you meet someone, you’ll loose at least one hour talking to them. So
emptying the cassette, and meeting three people you know, that’s three hours gone. Almost half a day…! And
we meet a lot more people since we are in this part of the marina.
I wonder if I ever will get time to finish my newest crochet project…

No, I’m NOT pregnant

Me and Simon – 29 September 2015
Who the f**k is Simon?
He’s my saviour!
I tucked him away near the bottom of the list, in my previous post. But he is very important to me. Remember
my posts about the boat electrics (Secret worries of a novice boater)? Well, for the first time, since we have WRT, we
can go cruising without running into electrical problems! And if we would have problems, I would at least
have an idea how to solve them.
So what was the problem, and what has Simon to do with it?
Simon is an auto electrician (who knows everything about boat electrics as well. At least he does now!). As I
mentioned in my worries post, the batteries are less than a year old. So they should be fully charged when on
the landline; and not be empty after an hours cruising. But always, between two and six hours after we stop
the engine, the fridge would tell me: “There is not enough power for me”. It would then make a lot of noise,
so I would go straight to the switch panel in the engine room and turn the fridge off.
But I don’t have a fridge, just to turn it off. How am I going to keep the beer for Lawrance cold, without a
fridge?
But I didn’t have a clue what was going on. In fact, at that time I still didn’t have a clue how our electrics did
or should work. But I now have. Thanks to Simon. Who didn’t mind me watching everything he did and asking
about everything he did. Four days me and Simon spent in the engine room. And now I probably know more
about boat electrics than most of the (male) boaters!
The situation.
The batteries are OK. The alternator was a bit corroded, so Simon serviced it, but it was working properly. The
external regulator puts a heap of charge into the batteries. The inverter/charger works fine.
So what was the problem? Well, the biggest problem was the battery monitoring system. That gave false
readings. It would tell me the batteries would be 11.9V, when in fact they were 12.9V. It would sound the lowbattery-alarm, even when we were on the landline.

New battery monitor
So now we have a brand new monitoring system. With an extra 400A shunt, to be able to monitor what the
inverter takes out. It even gives me the amount of electrics we use during a certain period. Which turns out to
be next to nothing, thanks to the very energy efficient stuff Andy and Christine put in the boat.
We also have a new 12V DC switch panel. Because that was corroded as well (it’s exposed to the rain when
cruising). Unfortunately the guy who made the new one, made a spelling mistake. He wrote the name of
the boat as Wea-Ry-Tyred, so we will get a new front panel, and Simon already showed me how to get the
switches and circuit breakers out of the misspelled one.

Spelling mistake

We tried out the washing machine. It only works on the landline, because the engine-mounted generator
doesn’t give a pure sine wave, and the alternator gets overheating when we run it from the inverter. Both
hoover and hair dryer work off the engine-mounted generator and off the inverter. So my clothes might be
dirty, at least my hair will be OK and the boat clean.
But when we cruised to my morris performance at the Scottish Piper pub, with some friends from Scotland,
the fridge still told me that the batteries were low. So we still had a problem.
The fridge should cut off when the batteries are 10.4V or lower, according to the manual. I knew (because me
and Simon measured it), that there was a voltage drop of 1V between the batteries and the fridge, due to the
distance (and the thin wiring the Shoreline fridge came with). But it would cut off when the batteries were
12.6V, so I assumed that the factory setting of 10.4 was not correct. It was more like 11.6V.

Part of the data sheet

On the internet I found a data sheet of the fridge’s compressor, which mentioned that one could mislead the
fridge about the actual charge. Our fridge doesn’t have the R2 resistor in the picture. But by constructing a
bridge between pin P and pin T the actual cut-off voltage would be lowered to 9.4V. So I asked Simon if he
would be able and willing to try this. Of course he was!
And just before we set sail (weigh anchor…, no, cast off the lines) to go to Crooke Beer, Boats and Music
Festival, everything was working perfect. During the festival the batteries were fine, the fridge was behaving
and the beer was good (but that didn’t come out of our fridge…!).

The engine room once more – 01 October 2015
Not only did I spent days in the engine room with Simon, I also spent over a week in there on my own,
scraping of the red and off-white paint that Lawrance hates so much.
I think the former owner wanted to turn the engine room into a traditional boatman’s cabin, hence the red
paint. And the off-white was probably an undercoat for things to be grained*.
Lawrance absolutely hated the red and off-white, and since we couldn’t find anybody to redo our engine
room, I decided to get rid of the paint myself. Lawrance had already scraped off ¼ of a cm, to see what was
underneath the paint, so I knew it could be done.
Paint stripper and tools bought, I started with the beading at the gunwales, followed by the door posts and the
curved beading against the sealing.

Before

Before

After

After

When we first got WRT I didn’t mind the red paint. It was nice and bright. But now, with the original sapele
back, I must admit: It does look better.
And now we probably found someone to redo the engine room. It’s Ray, who fitted out WRT in the first place.
I think he was glad to see the curved beading against the ceiling back to sapele, but all the other, normal pieces
of wood (and the cupboard doors) will be replaced by new panels. At the moment we’re waiting for his quote,
but the engine room will look fine.

Curved beading

*Graining: painting wood grain on a non-wood surface

Silly Canal Folk – 03 October 2015
It’s Friday afternoon, around five o’clock. We have been busy, today, getting rid of some more red paint,
supervising Bill sealing two of our windows, and rebuilding the switch board (the new one with the name of
the boat spelled right). I just started happy hour by opening a bottle of beer for me and Lawrance.
On the other side of the water I see Brian taking his chimney off and replacing it with the cruising chimney.
Then Sue takes off the front line.
When they are on the way out, we walk onto one of the empty jetties behind us, to say “Hello” and
“Goodbye”. Their reaction: “We’re going to the Scaracen’s Head, for a pint and a meal, why don’t you come as
well?”
We look at each other: we just started happy hour, we’re still in our working/sun tanning clothes, we’ve got
stuff in the fridge for a meal…
Five minutes later the engine is running (yes, after doing the daily pre-cruising checks), the TV-aerial taken
off, and I take off the front line. And that’s us leaving the marina. With a quarter of a tank of water, a full
garbage bag in the kitchen, a cassette more than half full. It’s just irresponsible…
Once on the canal we can’t stop smiling. This is absolutely silly. But then, again: Why not? Other people jump
in their car, to go to the pub, we just cast off. And with Lawrance on the tiller I have all the time in the world
to drink my Desperados, and think about what I want to wear tonight. And do I not have my entire wardrobe
with me?

Scaracen’s Head

We have a couple of drinks and a good meal in the Saracen’s Head. And agree to have breakfast at nine o’clock
on Blossom Hill, with us supplying salmon for the scrambled eggs.
Being moored at the Scaracen’s Head, with the starboard side of WRT against the bank, gives me the
opportunity to take a picture next morning of the doily I made for the cabin window. In the marina our

neighbours are in the way.

New cabin lace (inside)

Cabin lace (night (L) and day (R)) from the outside

It’s foggy today, and chilly. We leave around 11:00 hrs. I’m the tiller girl so I have to take WRT back onto the
jetty. Did Lawrance not end up completely somewhere else in the marina, when he tried to get onto our jetty
last Monday (because of the wind (he says))?. Am I not always doing well, when there is a very strong wind?
Now I find it a bit of a struggle to berth, because: THERE IS NO WIND.
I manage (have to shunt more often), we attach the landline, switch the hot water system and the alarm in the
cabin back on. And start doing our usual Saturday thing: weekly menu and shopping list.

Clark shoes – 09 October 2015
As I mentioned in Don’t ask we cruised to Crooke Beer, Boats and Music Festival on the third weekend in
September. We leave Crooke on the Monday, and… it’s raining. I’m the tiller girl, and I’m dressed in our bright
hi-viz yellow waterproofs.
It’s an uneventful cruise back to the marina. Blossom and Tin Lizzie are with us, both being single boated,
so we (well, today it’s Lawrance) can do the swing bridges for them. After we pass Burscough we get to
the swing bridge next to the pub/restaurant called The Slipway. Lawrance has jumped off the boat, and I’m
hovering, waiting for the swing bridge to open. Then, sudden, from a boat to the left, the side door opens,
and a woman sticks her head out. When we had the hire boat this would usual mean as shout like: “SLOW
DOWN!”. This time it’s something completely different, and so surprising I nearly loose control of the boat
for laughter. This lady shouts: “How are your Clark shoes?” I tell her they are fine, and with a very big smile I
cruise through the swing bridge.

Out of the Blue

Although it was a blue boat that opened the side door, it didn’t came Out of the Blue, so to speak. A week ago
I got new Clark boots, as an early birthday present from Lawrance. When Juliet, who sold us the shoes, was
going to give me the box, I told here I didn’t want it. Living on a narrowboat, limited space etc.
So she mentions her parents-in-law, who live on a narrowboat as well. She tells us the name of the boat, and
that they are moored near The Slipway. So on the way out to Crooke I’d already spotted the boat.

The Slipway

A week later, on the Saturday, we decide to go to The Slipway for a meal and a night out; the weather is too
nice to stay in the marina. After mooring up in front of the pub I have a change to speak to Betty, the motherin-law. She tells me her side of the story.
She got a call from het daughter-in-law, telling that she sold shoes to a lady on a narrowboat. No, she didn’t
remember the name of the boat, but it was green. Two hours later Juliet calls again: “The boat is tired”, she
tells her mother-in-law. Who replies: “What do you mean, the boat is tired?” Long story short, Betty lives at
this mooring since 1999, and knows most of the boats that cruise regularly up and down the canal. Had seen a
green boat (us, on the way out) with the name Wea-Ry-Tired, and instantly knew: that lady has new shoes. The
rest is history, but even writing this now still brings a broad smile on my face…!

OK, so far about the shoes. Now for something completely different. I’ll post another recent picture (or better,
two pictures). Have a close look at all the four pictures in this post, and tell me if you notice something.

September night 1

September night 2

Spot the differences – 26 October 2015 – By WRT

Stove

Look at the pictures. Do you notice any differences? Well, I certainly do.
About two weeks ago I had a Fumarioscopy by the well-know stove-doctor Garry Spruce. He realised
immediately that I wasn’t feeling well. And yesterday I had surgery.
Garry created a by-pass, and now everything flows a lot better. I don’t feel so hot anymore, in places I should
not feel hot. And hopefully I also won’t feel so bloated, when there is a lot of westerly wind. All the noxious
gasses should no longer find a way to get into my body.
And, to be honest, my outside looks a lot better, too!

Chimney

Yes, I certainly feel a lot better, and I’m sure Magda will be happy as well (if I manage to keep the smokey
gasses out of the boat…).

The Witch – 02 November 2015
WRT seemed to be quite happy, when she wrote her last post. But I knew she wasn’t.
She really thought I neglected her.
I heard her complaining about all the spider webs at the windows. And she thought that even a bat had taken
up living space on the boat. Not to mention that she felt haunted. Because she had the idea that she saw a
ghost, but wasn’t entirely sure.

Haunted

I tried to explain to her that the spider webs, bats and ghosts were fake; that the only real thing was the
witches broom, and yes, I would be incognito again, after the Saturday night.
But I’m not sure if she did listen to what I said (very common on jetty 37 in the posh pound in Scarisbrick Marina…)
In fact, WRT should be happy. We were taking her out again, for an extended weekend to bridge 20A. One: to
go to the pub on the Friday, two: to have a Halloween Party on the Saturday, and three: to have a Boaters Club
Breakfast on the Sunday.
And she would have a lot of company: there would be three boats on the Friday night, on the Saturday there
would be twelve more, plus another one early on the Sunday.

More of them

It certainly was good that she had to stay on the canal. She might have been a bit upset if she would have been
in the restaurant on the Saturday. More silly old women in black, speaking to strangers and other creatures.

Speaking to strangers

People trying to do pole dancing on a non-pole, and restaurant owners taking selfies with the guests.

Pole Dancing

The restaurant owner, taking a selfie

Around 01:30 hrs on the Sunday morning WRT got even more upset. Suddenly there was a trail of witches
clothes, all over the boat. A hat on the decanter near the tv, lace boots in front of the fire, fingerless gloves on
the book shelf, a shawl on the dinette, lace earrings on the kitchen worktop.
Disgusting…

It’s around noon, on Sunday the first of November 2015. It’s misty. An angler is sitting at this (usually) quiet
part of the Leeds & Liverpool Canal. Quiet, especially on a Sunday at this time, and at this time of the year.
Suddenly a narrowboat appears out of the mist. Once it is past, another one appears, and another one.
The angler decide to ask: “How many more, after you?” The answer he gets, prompts him to abandon fishing
for a while, and to go for a walk. When the eleventh boat passes him, he clearly hears this boat muttering:
“Feckin’ Ejits.”
Yes, he thinks, that’s what they are. Feckin’ Ejits…

No explanation needed – 15 November 2015
This picture explains it all.

Birthday cards

Someone must have turned 60. And with Lawrance retired and WRT only a teenager, there is just one left to be
the victim of all this: ME. And I must admit: it was the first milestone that I really feared. It felt like a point of
no return…
On the Tuesday I got cards, a miniature VW camper-van with clock, two Pandora charms and a huge badge
(Ø 15 cm), that I had to wear all day. Which I did, except for the time when I went with Brian and Mike to
Santander Bank, to get the bank account for the boaters club.

Badge

The actual party was on the Saturday night. The plans were to cruise to the New Scarisbrick Arms for a birthday
dinner, with Eddie and Carol, Lawrance’s brother and sister-in-law, who would spend the night on WRT as
well. But Abigail and Kate spoiled that completely. The weather forecast was so bad that not only we went by
taxi, but all the other guests also left their boats in the marina.

Table set

Once again the staff of the restaurant went to the extremes.

Party

Balloons, candles, diamonds on the table cloth, and even a birthday cake. With four candles, which still puzzles
me. OK, it was a lot easier to blow them four out than 60 would have been, and the birthday cake would have

been enormous in size, but still…

Four candles

Cutting the cake

There was a buffet, and more presents, a kit to crochet the Beatles being
the most silly.

Fab Four

It was a good night. The apprentice pulled the pints, and all the guest assembled for the obligatory Group Picture
with Head Chef.

The apprentice

Picture with Head Chef

Back on the boat we ended the party (for unknown reasons) with me playing the melodeon, and the other
three singing.
Don’t ask…

All I want for Christmas – 18 December 2015
…is a few more hours in a day. Because 24 of them is not enough.
This last month seems to consist of wind, wine and work. (And crocheting, but that doesn’t start with a ‘w’.)
Wind certainly was an issue, although WE did cruise to the two boaters club events. But at least our stove is not
backfiring, due to the new flue and our new mooring space.
Every day I worked some two hours for one of my clients.
While the numerous (Christmas) dinners made it possible to sip some wine…
Other than that, it certainly is the dark days before Christmas.
So we needed lights, to brighten thing up. And lights we have! One white string of lights in the bedroom. A
coloured one in the living area. A white one all around the boat on the outside, and two coloured ones on the
roof (I’ll try to take a picture of the boat, later today (weather permitting)). And we are the dimmest boat of
all the decorated boats in the marina…
And to cheer us up, I crocheted as much silly Christmas decorations I could find patterns for. Lawrance thinks
I should get more fresh air…

Icicles, snowman, nisse, Christmas trees and Fairy lights

Snowflakes, wreath, tiny snowman, angel, stocking, Christmas cracker, Danish heart

Poinsettia (mind: this is the wrong side of the doily)

As I said, we had two boaters club events, both badly affected by high winds. In Burscough (while I was
crocheting a carrot for the snowman) I suddenly saw the building next to the boat start moving. Since
buildings usually don’t move, it had to be WRT.
She had come loose from her mooring bollard, and finally got secured with 4 lines and dollies, very secure
lorry drivers knots.

I still remember how to make a dolly

And all three boats that made Burscough were fighting with back firing stoves (both diesel and coal) and high
carbon-monoxide levels.
Last weekend the trip to The New Scarisbrick Arms Restaurant started in darkness, but without wind or rain.
I was doing fine on the tiller until… the oil warning light started flashing and the alarm went off. The other
gearbox oil cooler end cap was leaking.

Mechanic with leaking gearbox oil cooler end cap

Of course during the repairs it started to rain, and more rain, and… By the time we resumed our journey we
were soaked (waterproofs just make you too clumsy to do anything), and the wind was back to hurricane
force. With the help of the other WRT we managed to moor up.
The Christmas Dinner was fine, although the two female crewmembers of the Wea-Ry-Tired narrowboats came
into the restaurant in wellies (and carried their high heels in a plastic bag).

Ready for the Christmas Dinner

And the next morning? No wind, no rain, but frozen mooring lines!

Frozen canal bank and mooring lines

Both WRTs left early, to be home before the wind and rain, that was in the forecast. I was on the tiller again,
and in a bend of the canal the two WRTs met!
It certainly made my heart jump…

Two WRTs

Yes, we have been fairly busy. It doesn’t help when one goes to the hair dresser, and is sent back to get it
redone two days later, after one had a shower (that’s another afternoon gone). And meeting fellow boaters on
your way to empty the cassette, or dumping the garbage, still means loosing at least a couple of hours.
So no, I don’t want a diamond ring, or a cruise around the world.
All I want for Christmas is hours…!

All I want (and much moore) – 21 December 2015
As promised a picture of WRT in Christmas Outfit. Finally it was dark and dry. But it is still difficult to get the
whole picture, so to speak…

WRT with Christmas Lights

Also, what you can’t see on the picture, are all the other boats around us, with a lot more lights than we have.
But ours are a least eco-friendly: they are solar powered.

Yesterday Ian, our neighbour, came to WRT with an Anglo-Concertina in his hand, saying:
“I bought it because I thought it would be easy to learn how to play. It only has 20 buttons! Can you do
something with it?”
Just what I needed, another challenge…
So now I want even more hours. I might even ask Santa Claus for more 36 hour days in a week. Because, after
learning how to play Shepherd’s Hey, there was only enough time left to crochet a mug with chocolate milk…

Hot Chocolate

A remarkable Christmas – 29 December 2015
It’s Christmas Eve: shopping done, Christmas Dinner prepared, WRT tidied up, us showered and shaved
(well… him, not me. I’m only showered), ready for the big day.
And no, we won’t have a white Christmas, that’s for sure. It’s raining all day.
We’re not sure whether to do the prezzies just after midnight, or do them tomorrow. Well, we do them
tomorrow. Tomorrow we’ve got all the time in the world, because nobody will turn up…

The next morning I find out that Lawrance has rearranged the entire boat.
The Christmas tree is now on the table. And underneath are all his presents for me.
So I put mine underneath as well.

Christmas prezzies

At two o’clock me and Lawrance get ready for a quiet Christmas Day. Yes, I did send an invitation for a gettogether, but we think nobody will show up, because of the heavy rain.

Xmas invitation 2015

But about fifteen minutes later… knock, knock! Ann and Mick, a Scottish couple from two jetties up. Then
Maureen and Dave, our back neighbours. They are all soaking wet, even though they only have to walk
between one and two boat lengths! Lynne, Sally and Norman are the wettest: they live about 50 metres away
from us. Luckily for us there are no more visitors: WRT is only big enough for ten people in total.
We all have a terrific Christmas Day. And evening, because the last ones leave just before midnight! At that time
it is still raining…

Christmas Day get together

When we wake up on Boxing Day WRT, for the first time since we have her, is level: she doesn’t tilt anymore.
And doesn’t rock or move either. Lawrance tells me I’m in for a shock when I get out of the boat. Well, in fact,
I nearly bounce off the jetty and end in the water: the jetty is 6 inches lower than usual. Because the water in
the marina is 6 inches higher than usual.

High water levels

We spend the entire afternoon loosing off mooring lines of about 100 boats.

Loosen off mooring lines

All these boats are dangerously tilted. And some are even lifting up part of the jetty.

Flood damage

I know, one thinks that we, who live on a boat, are OK when everything gets flooded.
Well, it’s not a problem when it is still raining, it’s all about we’re you end up when the water drops. I found
some pictures on the internet, taken by River Canal Rescue (the boater’s Wegenwacht/ADAC).
You don’t want this to happen to your home.

Non-floating floating bath tub

And this looks like a nice spot to live, but it might be difficult to reach by car.

Romantic property with river view

Later that day Carol and Roy visit us for a while.

The next morning the water level is back to normal. WRT rocks like hell, with her mooring lines loosened off,
but we keep it that way. In three days we will get another deluge…
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